[SPIC: a training simulator for coelioscopic interventions with gynecologic purpose].
There is much demand for laparoscopy training. We have developed a training simulator for initial training in gynecological laparoscopy. The simulator includes a mannequin with 3 located trocars, a PC and software for managing the graphical part of the training protocol. The objective is to learn how to achieve spatial localization and handle tools within the abdominal cavity. A series of exercises are proposed with increasing degree of difficulty. The simulator can be customized to simulate many different scenarios. The trainer must be present to provide an ultimate assessment of the trainee's experience. This new training tool cannot replace traditional surgical training but can help make it more efficient. The simulator is now being used by residents. Further technical developments are in progress to add further indispensable mechanical interactions (force feed back) to visualize the organ deformations and organ dissections within the abdominal cavity.